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DTS IS THE CLEAR WINNER

DTS TURBO

The installation of the DTS turbo kit was carried out at MTQ’s Sydney offi ce 
situated at Wetherill Park. Here we met up with Tony, who came down 
from MTQ’s Toowoomba branch to install the kit for the test. This system 
came with a replacement manifold and a Mitsubishi water-cooled turbo. 
The use of cast connecting housings that are painted black means it isn’t 
as shiny as the ASE kit, but looks aren’t everything! The system went on 
without fuss, taking a little over 3.5 hours from start to fi nish.

The fi rst thing we noticed with this system was the lack of turbo noise. 
Every other kit had some sort of whistling, some more than others. The 
DTS turbo was that quiet that you could be forgiven for thinking it was still 
naturally aspirated, except for power available under the right foot. This 
may be a plus in your books, or not – again, it’s down to personal 
preference. In the traffi c, the 100 was especially responsive, coming onto 
boost very early in the rev range.

On the dunes, the DTS had the best throttle response out of all the kits. 
Along the beachfront we could shift into third and were still able to 
maintain good acceleration ability at the same cruising speed. The 
improvement in power and torque levels was readily noticeable. 

On the freeway, the power always seemed to just be there on tap. With 
the truck sitting between 8 and 10psi of boost at 110km/h, the EGTs stuck 
to a low 300–400°C, the lowest of all the turbos tested. On the hills there 
was no noticeable turbo lag, providing great response as the right foot 
leant on the accelerator pedal. It produced clean, smooth power right 
through the rev range, with no ‘spikes’ or sudden torque rushes. This 
system made the LandCruiser a joy to drive. 

The DTS turbo kit was an absolute performer on the dyno, churning out 
28.3 extra kilowatts a full 221rpm lower than before. The torque output, 
however, was where it was really at – an extra 173.5Nm, more than 
200rpm earlier than the N/A run. That power comes at a price, though, and 
that was an increase in fuel economy of 0.76L/100km. Still, for an extra 
45% torque out of a bolt-on kit...

DTS TURBO
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The DTS system is one of two kits that is supplied with a new manifold

Tony from MTQ drove 
down from Toowoomba 
to install the kit for us

The DTS was the most powerful kit on the dyno
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DTS IS THE CLEAR WINNER

TOP-MOUNT INTERCOOLER

The top-mounted intercooler we tested was a DTS system. This did 
require us to cut a large hole in the bonnet to fi t a scoop from a factory 
turbo GU. On a side note, if you’re looking for a cheap bonnet scoop, 
check your local Nissan dealer! You can pick up  a ZD30 one up brand 
new with change from $200 – pretty hard to argue with that price. 

To combat the rising heat from the engine, this system has a large 
stainless steel heat shield that sits between the intercooler and the 
engine. The full installation was completed in just over four hours, and 
this included the installation of the pre-painted bonnet scoop. To 
enable easy adjustment of the boost pressure, the DTS system comes 
standard with a bleeder valve. Cast aluminium end tanks and a sturdy 
fi n arrangement on the DTS top mount go a long way towards attesting 
to the build quality.

The fi rst thing you could tell from the driver’s seat is the improved 
acceleration off the mark. This helped in traffi c, with noticeably better 
throttle response and a distinct lack of turbo lag. When we hit the 
sand, the power available when needed was brilliant. Hit the go fast 
pedal and the GU would simply surge on ahead. Along the beach, the 
Patrol powered through to much higher speeds and we even managed 
to get into fourth gear and hold it for the fi rst time in testing! The 
incoming air temps still rose, but didn’t seem to lack power like it did 
prior to installing the intercooler. Surprisingly, the incoming air still 
got to a staggering 90°C and the EGTs were just shy of 550°C, but with 
no power drop-off.

Along the majority of the freeway we were able to back off the 
accelerator pedal slightly and maintain the same speeds. Overall 
temperatures were lower, with the maximum EGT reading of 420°C 
after one of the longest and steepest hills on the test route.

We were a little worried about the effect the radiant heat from the 
engine would have on the results, and we’ll review this in a later issue, 
as we refi tted the DTS top mount at the end of testing for a long-term 
review. Better results may have been achieved with the use of a 
thermo fan fi tted to the top of the intercooler, as we believe the bullbar 
diffuses airfl ow over the top of the bonnet and away from the scoop. 

On the rolling road, the top-mount intercooler chuffed its way to an 
extra 9.4kW about 100rpm lower than before, and a thumping 59.7 
extra Newton-metres. On the test loop it increased fuel economy by 
1.77L/100km – owing to the fact that we had the fuel turned up to 
match the extra boost!

TOP-MOUNT INTERCOOLER

BRRANDD DTSS

Intntercoooler DTSTS top-moununtted intercoolerler

Kit ccostt $$2009997

IIntercoooler ccoost As abovve

Insstalllattioon cocost $$6$6600 (foor thhis pparticculaular vehehiclee))

Warraanty One yyear

Compannyy MMTQQ Engine SSysttems 

WebW ssite www.dt. sturbobo.com.au
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CContacct nummbber 1801 0 28282 530

The top mount requires a scoop to be mounted in the bonnet, 

and DTS supplies a factory Nissan bonnet scoop
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DTS IS THE CLEAR WINNER

DYNO

NOTE: All performance upgrades were done to replicate a normal build-up. Each item (except for the intercoolers) were left on the vehicle for 
the next upgrade to be installed. The hi-fl owed turbo was installed and tested with the DTS top-mounted intercooler in place.

TURBO KKITTS KW NM
STANDARDD 72.6kW@3878rpm 381.4Nm@26662rpm
DTSS 100.9kW@3657rpm 5545 .9Nmm@2453rpmm
DENCO 96.5kW@4184rpm 5505.6Nm@25441rpm
ASSE 92.7kW@3969rpm 4990.9Nm@2483rpm
TURBO-GGLIDE 90.8kW@3837rpm 4991.1Nm@2512rpm

PERFOORRMANCE UPGRADESPERFFORRMANCE UPGRADES KWKW NMNM
STANDARD 73.6kW@34556rpm 4229.3Nm@@2403rpm
SEERVICE/INJEECTORSS 74.0kW@3442rpm 4331.2Nmm@2399rpm
TOP-MOUNT INTERCOOOLER 83.0kW@3@3383rpm 4883.0Nm@@2336rpm
WATATER-TO-AIRR INTERRCOOC LLER 82.0kW@3571rpm 4472.7Nmm@2280rpmm
FFRONT-MOUNTNT INTERCCOOLER 84.4kW@3379rpm 488.7Nmm@2196rpm
HI-FLLOWED TURBRBO 98.1kW@3866rpmpm 559.0NNm@2209rpmpm

FINAL RESULTS

KWKW NM

FUEL CONSUMPTION

TURURBO KKITSS FUEL UUSAGSAGE

STATANDARRD 19.48LL/10/1000

TTURBBO--GGLLIDDE 1818.96L96L/10000

DDENCOO 1919.79L79L/10/ 0

ASEE 19.19.18L/10/1 0

DDTS 20.24L/1000

PERRFORRMMANNCE UUPGRAADES FUEL USAGAGE

SSTANDDARD 18.02L/1000

SERRVICCE/E/INJEEN CTOORSS 1818.1616L/101000

EXXHAUSST SYSSTTEM 18.50L/100

TOTOP-MMOUUNNTT INTETERCCOOOLERRL 1919.79L79L/10000

WATATER-TOTO-AIR INNI TERRCOOC LERR 19.84L/100

FROONT-MOUUM NNTT INTI ERCE OOLOO ERER 191919.95L95L95L/10/1000

HI-H FLOOWEDW TUTURBO 1919.9090L/100

o be installed. The hi-fl-fl owed turbo was installed and tested with the DTS top-mmounted intercooler in placcee.

FINALS CHART

TURRBO POOWER 
OUTTPUT

POOWER
RREVS

TORRQUE 
OUTTPUT

TORQUE 
REVS

FUEEL 
ECONOOMY COSTT WARRRANTY FIINAL 

PPLAACINGG

Turbbo- Glidee 44th 2nnd 3rd 3rd 1stt 1st 1sst 2ndd 

Dennco 2nnd 4tth 2n2nd 4th 33rd 2nd 2nnd 3rrd 

ASE 3rrd3  3rdd 3rd3 2nd 2nd 4th 33rd 4tth 

DTSS 1st 1st 1st1 1st 44th 3r3rdrd 33rd 11st
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